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The fall winter 2012/13 Kappa® Ski collection proposes technical 
engineered items for skiing and other sports disciplines for all types of 
sportsmen: from professionals to amateurs.

KAPPA SKI 4CENTO 
The whole 4Cento line is obtained from the matched 4-layer comfort fabric 
Kappa Cold Buster®: the technical fabric designed to dress the athletes 
during competitions which has overhauled the concept of technical skiing 
wear, offering items 50% smaller than the traditional ones and guaranteeing 
at the same time very high performances.
Kappa Cold Buster® includes: 

the 1st external layer in nylon bi-stretch TEFLON® HT: water-proof & 
stain-resistant shield
the 2nd layer in polyurethane membrane:  highest waterproofi ng and 
breathability
the 3rd layer in 100 gr. THINSULATE® padding: excellent warmth
the 4th internal layer in stretch pile: soft touch and isolating antipilling 
microfi ber

The whole 4Cento line is the result of the consolidated experience of the 
Kappa Design&Research Centre, which has relied upon the constant 
cooperation of athletes and professional teams also of extreme skiing. 
The very high performances of this special and patented fabric have been 
combined with ergonomic and anatomical cuts and heat-sealed seams to 
guarantee the highest protection against water and wind. 
All the products of the 4Cento line have been designed paying attention to 
the smallest details to meet the needs of the ski professionals: comfortable 
and essential pockets, drawstring and chin protection, internal wrist fl aps in 
hand-warmer thermal fabric, moreover they are very easy to maintain as 
they can be easily washed in the washing machine.
What makes these items unique in their kind is the combination of highest 
technical properties and design, thanks to which they can be used everyday 
in the city.
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KAPPA SKI 6CENTO 
The 6Cento line proposes the classic ski items by Kappa, designed for men 
and women, with highly performing contents.
The classic item of this collection, the 6Cento jacket, is made in bi-stretch 
fabric and is completely heat-sealed: an excellent snow, wind and cold 
protection product.
Special attention is also paid on the padded trousers with regular fi t and 
baggy wearability: ergonomic but comfortable, available in more colours 
and patterns. 
The latest new of this season: the 637 and 639 down jackets in comfort 
fabric, with stretch inserts and heat-sealed seams.
The uniqueness and the characteristics of products make this collection 
ideal for the mountains and the coldest days in the city.

KAPPA SKI 8CENTO 
With 8Cento line, Kappa presents a collection of basic technical skiwear 
including everything you need to ski, or better the bare minimum for skiing: 
jackets and trousers in the classical padded version, down jackets and 
fl eece.

KAPPA SKI GARA FISI
This line offers ski products designed for F.I.S.I. by Kappa Design&Research 
Centre. The items are subject to strict controls that certify the best 
performance, ensuring − with Italian style and design − the highest 
world standards in technology and quality. Thanks to patented innovative 
technical fabrics and engineering the construction process, each piece 
ensures protection, comfort and performance.
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3004S10 4CENTO
Man hooded technical jacket. Slim 
fi t. 4 layer bi-stretch with membrane 
Cold Buster® fabric: 50%PL 25%PET 
21%NYLON 4% LYCRA. Padding 100 gr 
THINSULATE®. Water repellent 10000 
MM, waterproof, breathable MVP, 
windproof, stainless. All heat taped 
seams. Fixed adjustable hood. Side, 
chest and ski-pass zip pockets. Applied 
Kappa logo

3005AS0 4CENTO 
Unisex technical pant with braces. 

Slim fi t. 4 layer bi-stretch with 
membrane Cold Buster® fabric: 

50%PL 25%PET 21%NYLON 
4%LYCRA. Padding 100 gr 

THINSULATE®. Water repellent 
10000 MM, waterproof, breathable 
MVP, windproof, stainless. All heat 
taped seams. Half side zip bottom 

pant with nylon gaiters. Applied 
Kappa logo

3008WG0 4CENTO
Woman hooded technical jacket. Slim 
fi t. 4 layer bi-stretch with membrane 
Cold Buster® fabric: 50%PL 25%PET 
21%NYLON 4% LYCRA. Padding 100 gr 
THINSULATE®. Water repellent 10000 
MM, waterproof, breathable MVP, 
windproof, stainless. All heat taped 
seams. Fixed adjustable hood. Side zip 
pockets, chest and ski-pass zip pocket. 
Applied Kappa logo
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3008XH0 4CENTO
Woman technical pant. Slim fi t. 4 layer 
bi-stretch with membrane Cold Buster® 
fabric: 50%PL 25%PET 21%NYLON 4% 
LYCRA. Padding 100 gr THINSULATE®. 
Water repellent 10000 MM, waterproof, 
breathable MVP, windproof, stainless. All 
heat taped seams. Bottom leg zip with 
nylon gaiters. Reinforced and adjustable 
waist. Applied Kappa logo

302LT40 4CENTO
Woman technical jacket with eco 

fur fi nishing hood. Slim fi t. 4 layer 
bi-stretch with membrane Cold 
Buster® fabric: 50%PL 25%PET 
21%NYLON 4% LYCRA. Padding 

100 gr THINSULATE®. Water 
repellent 10000 MM, waterproof, 

breathable MVP, windproof, 
stainless. All heat taped seams. 
Fixed adjustable hood. Side zip 
pockets, chest and ski-pass zip 

pocket. Applied Kappa logo

301CRD0 6CENTO
Man down jacket. Slim fi t. Water 
repellent, laminated waterproof 
10000MM, breathable MVP 10000G. 
Light laminated fabric 96% nylon 4% 
elastane. Padding 80/20 duck down. 
Stretch inserts. All heat taped seams. 
Waterproof zip pockets. Detachable 
and adjustable hood. Multipockets. 
Embroidered Kappa logo
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301CRE0 6CENTO
Woman down jacket. Slim fi t. Water 
repellent, laminated waterproof 
10000MM, breathable MVP 10000G. 
Light laminated fabric 96% nylon 4% 
spandex. Padding 80/20 duck down. 
Stretch inserts. All heat taped seams. 
Waterproof zip pockets. Detachable 
and adjustable hood. Multipockets. 
Embroidered Kappa logo

301CT50 6CENTO
Man pants, comfort fi t. 100% 

Nylon full dull. Water repellent, 
hydrophilic breathable coating. 

Waterproof 5000 mm, breathable 
MVP 5000 gr/m2/24h. Flat 

padding 80 gr. Completely taped 
seams. Detachable and adjustable 

elastic braces. Bottom leg zip-
opening. Boots inner gaiters. 

Embroidered logo

301CTC0 6CENTO
Woman pants, comfort fi t. 100% Nylon 
full dull. Water repellent, hydrophilic 
breathable coating. Waterproof 5000 
mm, breathable MVP 5000 gr/m2/24h. 
Flat padding 80 gr. Completely taped 
seams. Detachable and adjustable elastic 
braces. Bottom leg zip-opening. Boots 
inner gaiters. Embroidered logo
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3014NI0 6CENTO
Woman padded pant. Regular fi t. Twill 
stretch 86% nylon 14% spandex. 
Waterproof 20,000mm, water repellent, 
breathable MVP 10.000 gr. Padding 
Thermolite® 80 gr. Completely heat 
taped. Water repellent zip. Adjustable 
waist. Big side pockets. Half zip 
opening. Bottom leg with nylon gaiters. 
Embroidered Kappa logo

301YIP0 6CENTO
Man padded pant. Regular fi t. Twill 
stretch 86% nylon 14% spandex. 

Waterproof 20,000mm, water 
repellent, breathable MVP 10.000 
gr. Padding Thermolite® 80 gr. All 

heat taped seams. Waterproof 
zip. Full side zip. Detachable and 
adjustable braces. Inner gaiters 
boots. Embroidered Kappa logo

302IIL0 6CENTO
Woman padded jacket. Slim fi t. Twill 
stretch 86% nylon 14% elastane. 
Waterproof 20,000mm, water repellent, 
breathable MVP 10.000 gr. Padding 
Thermolite® 140 gr. Abrasion resistant 
logo on shoulder. Water repellent zip. 
100% heat taped seams. Detachable and 
adjustable hood. Embroidered Kappa logo
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302IIM0 6CENTO
Man padded jacket. Slim fi t. Twill stretch 
86% nylon 14% elastane. Waterproof 
20,000mm, water repellent, breathable 
MVP 10.000 gr. Padding Thermolite® 150 
gr. Abrasion resistant logo on shoulders. 
Water repellent zip. 100% heat taped 
seams. Detachable and adjustable hood. 
Multipockets. Embroidered Kappa logo

301CTH0 6CENTO
Man hooded polar jacket, slim 

fi t. 100% polyester. Front full zip 
opening, zip pockets, adjustable 

hood. Embroidered Kappa logo

301CUI0 6CENTO
Woman hooded polar jacket. Slim 
fi t. 100% polyester. Front full zip, zip 
pockets, adjustable hood. Embroidered 
Kappa logo
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301CTQ0 8CENTO
Man mid padded hooded jacket. Regular 
fi t. PU Milky Coating 3000/3000, 
waterproof. Nylon Taslan fabric: 100% 
nylon, padding 120 gr 100% polyester. 
All heat taped seams, adjustable hood, 
inner nylon gaiter, ski-pass pocket. 
Embroidered Kappa logo

301CTR0 8CENTO
Woman mid padded hooded jacket. 

Regular fi t. PU Milky Coating 
3000/3000, waterproof. Nylon Taslan 

fabric: 100% nylon, padding 120 
gr 100% polyester. All heat taped 

seams, adjustable hood, inner nylon 
gaiter, ski-pass pocket. Embroidered 

Kappa logo
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KAPPA SKI GARA FISI

302MMR0 4CENTO
Slalom technical tracksuit. Skin fi t. 
Stretch fabric: 82%PL, 14%EA, 4%PU. 
Anatomical fi t. Optimum freedom of 
movement. Elastic grip tape for ski 
boots. Printed team personalization and 
logos

302NJP0 4CENTO
Man hooded technical jacket. 

Slim fi t. 4 layer bi-stretch with 
membrane Cold Buster® fabric: 

50%PL 25%PET 21%NYLON 
4% LYCRA. Padding 100 gr 

THINSULATE®. Water repellent 
10000 MM, waterproof, breathable 

MVP, windproof, stainless. All 
heat taped seams. Applied 
personalization and logos

302NJN0 4CENTO
Woman hooded technical jacket. Slim fi t. 
Water repellent 10000 MM, waterproof, 
breathable MVP, windproof, stainless. 
4 layer bi-stretch with membrane 
Cold Buster® fabric: 50%PL, 25%PET, 
21%NYLON, 4%LYCRA. Padding 100 gr 
THINSULATE®. All heat taped seams. 
Applied personalization and logos
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302NJR0 6CENTO
Unisex mid padded jacket. Regular 
fi t. 96%Nylon Cordura®, 4%Elastan. 
Waterproof 10000MM, water repellent, 
breathable MVP 10000 gr/m2/24h. 
Completely heat sealed seams. 
Detachable hood. Multipockets 
waterproof zip. Team personalization 
and embroidered logos

302L5M0 6CENTO 
Unisex padded pants. Comfort fi t. 
Nylon stretch 86%Nylon 14%EA. 

Waterproof 20000mm, water 
repellent, breathable MVP 10000 

gr. Padding Thermolite Micro® 
80 gr. Heat taped seams. Water 

repellent zip. Bottom pant zip 
opening. Inner adjustable waist. 
Boots inner gaiters. Embroidered 

Omini logo

302LVG0 6CENTO
Unisex polar fl eece, slim fi t. Brushed 
antipilling polar fabric 100% polyester 
250 gr/m2. Stretch inserts. Windproof 
nylon application on collar. Front full zip. 
Zip pockets. Embroidered personalization 
and logos
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302NBB0 
Woman fl eece sweater, slim fi t. Brushed 
fl eece 400 gr/m2 (100% cotton). Front 
full zip opening, elastic rib borders, 
heavy rib collar with inner contrasting 
stripes, embroidered personalization and 
applied felt patches. Washed garment

302MS40 
Headband in 100% acrylic. Internal 

polar. Embroidered Omini and FISI logos


